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Macroeconomic
Highlights

1 See October'04 Short term forecast of the Bulgarian Economy, AEAF, (available upon request).

The third quarter sustained the robust performance of the Bulgarian economy and
GDP growth amounted to 5.8%. Over the July-September period, the country’s em-
ployment stepped up by 91.5 thousand, going 3.1% up on a year earlier. The unem-
ployment rate has held steady at around 11% for a third quarter in a row, running not
only well below preliminary estimates (11.3%)1, but also hitting a record low ever since
the NSI started conducting labour force surveys. Due to the improved balances on
services and current transfers, the current account surplus ran twice as high as ex-
pectations. 2004 inflation amounted to 3.98%. In addition, the currency board arrange-
ment remained stable, reinforcing the country’s macroeconomic stability. The cash
surplus of the general government budget reached a record high of BGN 1.5 billion as
of end-November, accounting for 3.9% of the 2004 GDP forecasts.

Demand Factors

Third-quarter GDP amounted to BGN 10.8 billion (at current prices). A major factor of
growth had to do with the increasing foreign demand for Bulgarian goods and serv-
ices. Over the same period, exports stepped up by 15.5%, making a 9 percentage
point contribution to GDP growth. Furthermore, the outstripping growth in exports vis-
à-vis imports ensured the positive contribution of the external sector to GDP growth.
The high holiday season and the growth-conducive market situation worldwide, as
manifested by the high metal prices, were the main factors at work behind the above
developments. Infrastructure and capacity in both the Black Sea and winter resorts
improved tremendously. It is also important that the number of holiday makers, visit-
ing Bulgaria has gone on the increase. And yet, the fact remains that the country is
still an attractive holiday destination for not so well-to-do tourists mostly. On a year
earlier, 2004 growth in revenue from tourism is expected to exceed 20%. The high
holiday season also fostered higher than expected export receipts from services in
the balance of payments. The inflows of current transfers, the bulk of which being
essentially private transfers made by compatriots working abroad, increased most
vigorously. As a result of the improved balance on services and current transfers, the
Q3 current account surplus ran twice as high as expected (MEUR 398 vs. MEUR 209
projected in the previous AEAF publication).

The stronger foreign demand and rising international prices of some main commodi-
ties favoured the country’s export performance in 2004. Exports stepped up mostly as
a result of the robust contribution of raw material exports (accounting for over 40% of
the country’s exports) due mainly to the high ferrous and non-ferrous metal prices
worldwide. Investment goods, which as a rule have a high value added, reported a
steady export growth rate. At the same time, having been a major engine of export
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2 Ibid.

growth in the past couple of years, consumer goods, clothes and footwear in particu-
lar, now posted a weaker export increase triggered by the headlong depreciation of
the USD to the EUR and hence the BGN, which in turn undermined the competitive-
ness of Bulgarian goods.

The foreign exchange peg of the BGN to the single European currency and deepen-
ing integration of the country into the EU internal market have predetermined Bulgar-
ia’s stronger export orientation to the EU. About 80% of Bulgarian exports are now
destined to the EU (25) and the Balkan region and only 5% of them to the USA, 1% to
Russia and 6% to Asia.

The stronger domestic demand boosted further Q3 GDP growth. More specifically, it
was investments that performed most vigorously, though their share within GDP growth
amounted to a bare percentage point. As expected, investment demand over the same
period was somewhat curbed by the negative contribution of inventories to GDP growth.2

Balance of payments statistics also point to higher investments in 2004. The expecta-
tions are that FDI throughout the year will hit a new record high. However, the bulk of
investments are financed by way of national savings. In the nine months to October,
national savings accounted for 81% of total investment in the economy and reported
a 45% year-on-year rise.

Q3 growth in consumption slowed down to 3.7%, running well below GDP growth and
prompting a nearly 3 percentage point drop in its share within GDP down to 76%. This
was largely due to the boosted investment activity in the country, which as already
pointed out, is predominantly financed by way of national savings. The restructuring
of consumption became all the more distinct in the third quarter when the share of
non-food items increased, indicating a certain improvement in the standard of living.
Another positive development had to do with the declining weight of output for own
final use down to 7.15% (a 1.2 percentage points) of GDP, as measured by self-
sufficiency and unincorporated enterprises, which accounted in part for the insignifi-
cant rise in the weight of food goods purchased. Weaker consumption also led to a
certain slowdown in import growth and hence the positive contribution of the external
sector to GDP growth.

GDP Growth by Final Use Components
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3 For more detailed information, see the "Demand Factors" section of this report.
4 If there is not enough free production capacity in the economy, growing demand in the
manufacturing sector   may send producer prices too high and therefore  exert an upward pressure
on the consumer price level as a follow- up.

Supply Components

All sectors of the economy made a positive contribution to value added growth, with
services in the lead with 5.9%. This was largely possible owing to the high profit
margin in the banking sector and deepening financial intermediation  the finance
industry stepped up by 17.8% and made a 0.5 percentage points contribution to GDP
growth. The faster growth rate in the industry resulted in a higher share GDP. Trade
followed suit posting a two-digit growth rate (11.9%), sustaining the early-year upward
trend of performance. The high holiday season also made a positive contribution to
GDP growth over the same period3.

In the third quarter, the manufacturing industries reported a certain slowdown in value
added growth (down to 5.1%), but remained the most vigorously performing sector of
the economy, registering a 6.3% increase in gross value added on a nine-month ba-
sis. Growth in the sector was boosted by the interplay of the following factors at work:
in the first place it was the higher foreign demand for basic metals, steel and copper in
particular. Metal production and casting reported the strongest contribution to growth
in sales, with over three-thirds of them being export sales. Throughout 2004 metal
prices steadied at levels favourable for the Bulgarian producers. Furthermore, copper
prices on the London Metal Exchange hit a record high in the fourth quarter, making
the worldwide market situation all the healthier. The scrap price index of Eurofer has
held steady at a five-year high, implying that the demand for ferrous metals is still
robust. Another factor had to do with the strong performance of the construction sec-
tor and all related industries. In the third quarter, the sector posted a 10.5% gross
output growth and a 7% rise in value added.

Notwithstanding the high growth in demand in the nine months to October, it can be
assumed that there is still free production capacity in the economy, allowing the pro-
ducers to respond to any further sharp increase in demand on a timely basis, as
indicated by the outstripping dynamics of consumer prices of industrials vis-à-vis pro-
ducer prices, the oil industry and the energy sector excluded. 4 The growing final de-

Consumer Price Index and Produser Price Index
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5   For further detail, see the 2003 Meat Market Situation Outlook and 2004 forecasts of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry, November 2004.

mand also triggered higher producer prices, with producer prices reporting an even
stronger increase than consumer prices, suggesting a considerable impact of produc-
ers in the pricing process.

Q3 growth in agriculture and forestry ran at 5.3% due to the higher cereal yields. In
addition, the expectations for a weaker performance of livestock production, the meat
industry in particular, did not probably come true. The rising farm-gate and market
meat prices over the last few months gave every indication of a certain decline in
production. However, the estimates of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry point to
a 6.7% increase in meat supply, fostered by higher production rather than imports5.

Labour Market

Sustainable economic growth also led to rising employment and a declining jobless
rate in the country. This was further reinforced by the active measures of the govern-
ment, which contributed to the labour market upswing currently discernible.

According to the NSI labour force surveys, third-quarter employment stepped up by
3.1% on a year earlier, totalling 3 024.6 thousand. The above rise was mostly due to
the jobs created in the private sector of the economy. Private-sector employment
encompassed 2 097.4 thousand employed, or 7.7% (150 thousand) up relative to the
third quarter of 2003. At the same time, public-sector employment went some 5.5%
down on a 12-month basis. The Q3 employment trends, reported by the labour force
surveys, were further evidenced by NSI data on the monthly numbers of employed
and wages. According to the same findings, the average monthly numbers of em-
ployed in the economy stepped up by 4.9% due mainly to the healthy gain posted by
the private sector employed (10.8% up).

Q3 labour force survey data point to a steady downward trend in the unemployment
rate. It went down as low as 11% of the working-age population, hitting a record low
ever since the statistical office started conducting labour force surveys. The decline in
the jobless rate was mainly due to the improved macroeconomic environment and
boosted business activity in the private sector, but it was also partially triggered by the
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6  Of the population of 15 years of age and above.
7  As calculated on the basis of the NSI data on GVA and the number of employed according to
the labour force surveys conducted so far.

active labour market measures and programmes implemented by the government.
However, the vacancies posted and occupied in the same period were mostly in the
primary labour market, whereas labour demand under the active measures and pro-
grammes reported a notable decrease.

In addition, together with the decrease in the jobless rate, the NSI reported a 7.8%
year-on-year drop in the number of discouraged. This, alongside the rising country s
employment, sent the participation rate in the economy6 as high as 50.8%, hitting a
record high ever since mid-1998.

On a year earlier, third-quarter average wages went on the increase in both nominal
(7.1%) and real (0.3%) terms, still running considerably higher in the public sector vis-
à-vis the private sector. However, private-sector wages reported a faster real-term
growth rate of 2.2% vs. a bare 0.3% in the public sector. Household budget survey
data give a similar account of the wage dynamics, whereby average income from
employment per household capita in the July-September period rose by 0.5% on an
annual basis. Productivity7 in the economy improved by 2.3% relative to the third
quarter of 2003. Therefore, although outstripping Q3 growth in income from employ-
ment, productivity did not jeopardise the competitive position of local producers.

Financial Sector

The performance of the macroeconomic indicators shows that sustainable growth in
the Bulgarian economy persisted well into the last quarter of 2004. The currency board
arrangement remained stable, enhancing the country’s macroeconomic stability. As
of end-December, gross FX reserves reached ÂGN 13 241.7 million, reporting a cov-
erage ratio to reserve money (the most liquid money supply component) of 187.6%.
The FX reserves dynamics over the same period was affected by the WB loan exten-
sion, receipts from privatization in the energy sector, as well as the usually strong Q3
tax revenues. The interplay of the above factors led to an increase in the government
deposit.

Fourth-quarter money supply reported a sizable increase of 8.7% or BGN 1635.5
million on a quarter earlier. However, the usual December rise made a decisive contri-
bution to broad money change. As a result of the higher demand for money at Christ-
mas and New Year, and partially due to the budget transfers to the local governments
and budgetary-sector employees, M3 in December alone stepped up by 8.2% (BGN
1539.7 million). On the bank assets side, money supply growth was prompted by the
rising net domestic assets only while net foreign assets reported a quarter-on-quarter
decline.

Q4 dynamics of net foreign assets was shaped by the enormous increase in foreign
liabilities and a less significant rise in foreign assets. Foreign assets grew solely at the
expense of BNB FX reserves. The fourth-quarter growth in foreign liabilities, in turn,
was mainly spurred by the rising foreign liabilities of commercial banks, the deposits
of non-residents in particular, which banks made the best use of to finance the boosted
lending activity over the same period.
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The robust growth in net domestic assets on a quarter earlier was mainly due to the
rising claims on the non-government sector. As a result of the above-mentioned fac-
tors at work, which led to a vigorous rise in the country’s FX reserves and hence the
deposit of the government with the Central Bank, claims on the government sector
contracted drastically in October and November. In December, however, owing to the
budget transfers effected, claims on the sector reported a sound increase, bringing
about a quarter-on-quarter rise. At the same time, claims on the non-government
sector posted a most healthy gain, the bulk of which was due to the credit to the non-
financial private enterprises. In addition, it should be noted that it was mostly mid- and
long-term foreign currency loans that went on the increase over the October-Decem-
ber period. Household loans reported a notable rise, prevailed over by long-term con-
sumer and housing credit.

Financial intermediation went on deepening, and in end-November bank assets ran
as high as BGN 22651 million, going some BGN 1691.5 million (8.1%) up relative to
end-August. Boosted lending resulted in a higher bank profit, which as of end-Novem-
ber amounted to BGN 421 million.

To put the brakes on the rampant credit growth and huge trade deficit, the Central
Bank instituted a number of additional restraints, agreed with the IMF, as followed:
accepting only 50% of the vault cash for minimum required reserves in force since
early October; increasing the minimum reserve requirements from 4 to 8% on long-
term borrowings; and writing off the vault cash from the reserves, effective from De-
cember.

Monetary aggregates
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 Financial Intermediation

% of GDP Sept’03 Dec’03 Mar’04 Jun’04 Sept’04 Dec’04

Bank assets 50.10% 53.00% 57.40% 61.50% 65.90% -

Assets in pension 
insurance funds

1.4% 1.6% 1.7% 1.9% 2.1% -

Insurance 
premiums

1.8% 1.9% 2.6% 2.2% 2.0% -

Stock market  
capitalization 

7.0% 7.8% 7.3% 7.3% 7.1% 6.9%

Table 1
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As a result, the funds on the commercial banks settlement accounts with the BNB
stepped up significantly, and vault cash and the resources in accounts with the Cen-
tral Bank reported a 16.2% increase of BGN 276.2 million over the September-No-
vember period.

However, the measures undertaken failed to produce the desired effect. Over the
September to November 2004 period loan extensions grew by 11.2% (BGN 1299
million) vs. 12.2% (BGN 941 million) on a year earlier. Consequently, commercial
banks opted for restructuring their assets in investment portfolios, seeking alternative
ways to attract resources by product diversification. They launched deposit-taking
advertisement campaigns, raised interest and went on using credit facilities and lines
in an attempt to borrow long-term resources. Credit growth, however, was covered by
the growing deposit base in the economy, which is decisive for assets management.
Total deposits in the September - November period went up by BGN 1329.6 million.

The higher minimum required reserves have made long-term borrowing more expen-
sive and are likely to further limit the amounts extended by foreign financial institu-
tions. However, credit expansion has not put the country’s financial stability at risk, as
the credit portfolio quality did not deteriorate.

The restrictions initiated affected not only consumer credit dynamics, which contrib-
uted to the increased consumption of imports, but corporate credit as well. Compa-
nies turned to foreign financing, resulting in higher intra-firm indebtedness and a cer-
tain rise in foreign bank credit. However, foreign bank credit is accessible only to a few
larger companies with foreign interest, whereas the small and medium-sized enter-
prises can only rely on local bank lending, making them in the utmost exposed to the
effect of the above credit expansion constraints.

The average weighted interest, representing the interest rates on all placements on
the interbank money market, ranged between 1.99-2.08% over the September  No-
vember period hitting a peak in October when the demand for BGN went on the in-
crease as a result of the higher minimum reserve requirements and corporate tax
payments due at this time of the year. The interest rate spread between short-term
BGN loans and time BGN deposits advanced to 6.39 percentage points as of end-
November due largely to the higher interest on BGN lending.

The sustainable development of non-bank intermediation persisted throughout the
year. As of end-September, insurance penetration ran at 2% (vs. 1.8% on a year
earlier). Furthermore, pension insurance funds reported significant growth, with the
ratios pension funds assets to GDP and gross national savings reaching 2.1 and
11.2% (vs. 1.4 and 10.6% respectively as of end-September ‘03). End-of year market
capitalization amounted to BGN 2633 million, slightly deteriorating relative to the end
of 2003. The Bulgarian Stock Exchange turnover volumes reported an over four-fold
rise in the fourth quarter, going as high as BGN 1018 million. The bulk of the turnover
reported was due to trading in compensatory instruments (about 34%), which gained
further momentum following the public offering of the 34.78% state-owned share of
the Bulgarian Telecom and the listing of new companies earmarked for privatization
against compensatory instruments, sending prices rather high.
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Price Dynamics

Inflation in the last months of 2004 ran as expected. Fourth-quarter inflation amounted
to 2.06%. Core inflation ran at 2.64% on a quarterly basis and 1.57% since the start of
the year. Unprocessed food, market fuel and service prices reported a stronger dy-
namics vis-à-vis the other commodity groups. Unprocessed food prices in Septem-
ber, November and December stepped up most vigorously by 7.28, 4.58 and 10.19%
respectively. The above rise followed a distinctly seasonal pattern, although the De-
cember price increase was also associated with fears of certain imbalances in the
food market. Fuel prices followed closely the worldwide crude oil price dynamics. In
October, for example, when oil prices went on the increase (12% up), local car fuel
prices rose by 4.47%. However, November oil prices ran some 10% cheaper and
local fuel prices followed suit, dropping by 4.52%. December sustained the downward
trend, and fuel prices reported a 6.31% month-on-month decrease. On a year earlier,
fuel price inflation advanced by 6.74% on average, with the latters increase being
passed on the other industries. Over the September-December period, city and inter-
city transport fares went up by 10.74 and 6.16% respectively.

In the last quarter of 2004, the USD was steadily losing ground to the single European
currency to hit a trough in December. Following closely the USD/EUR exchange rate,
the Bulgarian currency appreciated to the USD by 9% on a quarter earlier and 7% on
a 12-month basis, perpetuating a low inflation rate.

On the whole, stepping up by a bare 0.46% administered prices had little effect, if any
at all, on Q4 inflation. Heating prices went on the increase in July, as planned, but the
9.88% rise was reported (in the CPI) as late as November with the beginning of the
new heating season. The impact of the higher prices was partially eased by the 4.09%
decrease in the winter night-time electricity rates. Furthermore, drug prices reported a
2.79% increase.

2004 inflation amounted to 3.98%, and 6.15% on a yearly average.

Public Finance

The cash surplus of the general government budget reached a record high of BGN
1.5 billion as of end-November, accounting for some 3.9% of the 2004 GDP forecasts.
Unlike 2003 when government spending picked up half-way through the last quarter,
the budget now ran a surplus in November, implying that the usual spending practices
could be only applied in December alone. Similar spending policies have a number of
disadvantages, for they entail a huge current account deficit, rising government con-
sumption, and last but not least growing amounts of cash in hand and hence increased
bank lending. The latter, however, practically offsets the effect of withdrawing liquidity
by way of government bond issues and contravenes underlying BNB policies aimed
at curbing the rampant credit expansion in the economy.

Budget revenues over the September-November period stepped up mainly due to the
robust tax revenue growth reported. A major reason for the above growth had to do
with the rising share of imports within total consumption. Indirect tax revenues posted
a most healthy gain of 28% on a year earlier, triggered by the increased imports over
the same period, improved tax compliance and higher excise duty rates on some
goods. At the same time, corporate income tax revenues remained unchanged on a
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year earlier due to the counterpoise of the 4 percentage point cut-down in the tax rate
since the start of the year and higher tax base. Higher wages, employment and insur-
ance thresholds led to a certain rise in the revenue amounts from the personal income
tax and insurance contributions. On the whole, the central budget revenue
overperformance amounted to 102.4% as of end-November. At preliminary estimate
of the AEAF, 12-month budget revenues are expected to reach BGN 15.8 billion.

On a year earlier, budget expenditures in the September-November period went up
by 11.4%, with this increase being rather evenly shared by the different expenditure
items. Interest payments went on the rise while retaining their share within the ex-
penditure total. Interest expenditures stepped up as a result of the growing domestic
debt, which reported a higher share in the total government debt. The positive net
issue of government securities withdrew liquidity from the banking system, putting the
brakes on the lending process. However, a major disadvantage on the expenditure
side, has to do with the actual fact that the government is running up liabilities and will
have to, at some point in the future, meet the interest payments due, at record high
levels of the budget surplus and the fiscal account. On the other hand, the December
surplus is to further decline due mostly to the extra government spending having to do
with the overdue payments on the part of the central government and municipalities
as well as the bonus payments to civil servants and pensioners.
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8 An account of the basic assumptions is given in Table 2.

Forecasts

Bulgaria is a small but strongly open economy, which in turn makes the performance
of the key macroeconomic indicators heavily dependent on external factors. For this
and other reasons, all forecasts given below draw on assumptions as to the develop-
ment of the external environment, as manifested by the dynamics of some major
exogenous variables. In addition. The assumptions have been prepared by the AEAF
experts and brought into line with the expectations of the international financial institu-
tions and foreign analysts8.

The forecasts are based on a lower BGN/USD exchange rate due to the headlong
depreciation of the US currency in the last quarter of 2004. Notwithstanding some
expectations that the USD will carry on losing ground down to USD 1.41 per EUR,
AEAF estimates draw on the persistent current level of USD 1.31 per EUR in the first
quarter of 2005 and a slight appreciation throughout the year, as prompted by the
higher 12-month US inflation of 3.5% in November. Most probably, the Federal Re-
serve will keep raising the Feds rate in an attempt to restrict the growing country s
demand, which in turn supports the weak USD. All this, coupled with some major
government imperatives to curtail spending, give solid grounds to expectations that
the 2005 growth in the US economy will slow down. On the other hand, any significant
appreciation of the US currency is unlikely to take place, as it will make current ac-
count deficit financing more expensive.

Given the above assumptions, the expectations are for a further rise in 2005 interest
rates, with the upward trend becoming all the more pronounced at the end of the year.
At present, the higher USD/EUR exchange rate is not anticipated to affect the growth
rate in the Euro-area. A more expensive EUR may impede imports from the area. On
the other hand, the effect will be largely made up for by the fact that, a cheaper USD
will promote higher growth in the US economy, giving further impetus to worldwide
trade. Current forecasts, however, draw upon a higher Euro-area growth, with most
underlying assumptions being based on a 2.2% growth rate in 2005, triggered by a
stable domestic demand, further supported by income growth.

Compared to the previous estimates, the expectations for a prick in the crude oil price
balloon have come true. Nevertheless, 2005 crude oil prices are expected to run
some USD 1.5 per barrel higher than in 2004. The upward revision has been, by and
large, spurred by fears of terrorist action in Iraq as well as statements on the part of
some OPEC-countries about a global supply decrease. However, any such adverse
development is not expected to affect the Bulgarian economy, as it will largely be
offset by the depreciating US currency to the EUR, hence the BGN.
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Economic Growth

The expectations for a 5% GDP growth in the economy are further sustained. At the
same time, forecasts may seem understated, given the robust performance of the
local economy in 2004, but a certain amount of conservatism is justifiable with a view
to the 2004 dynamics of inventories. The 2005 dynamics of inventories is expected to
run positive. However, their share within GDP is to step down to 2%, making a nega-
tive contribution to GDP growth. Therefore, investment growth in 2005 is estimated at
7.5%, despite the 2004 rate retained of gross fixed capital formation and a certain rise
in its share within GDP by over 1 percentage point. The contribution of investments to
GDP is to decrease from 3.5 in 2004 to some 1.8 percentage points in 2005, but is
expected to be offset, in part, by the 1.2% improvement in net exports. The upbeat
export expectations are further sustained, despite the adverse impact of the expen-
sive EUR and the anticipations for a decrease in metal prices. Export forecasts for the
first two quarters point to a 14% increase, also contributing to a higher Q1 GDP growth
in 2005.

The 2005 consumption growth expectations have improved significantly, basing the
growth estimate at 4.6%. In addition, consumption may pick up as a result of the real-
term increase in wages expected. Higher consumption, in turn, will result in a higher
import growth.

Balance of Payments

The 2004 trade deficit is expected to rise to some 14% of the country’s GDP. On the
other hand, the latest statistics indicate a sizable increase in the revenue from serv-
ices and current transfers, which may cut down the current account deficit to 7.6% of
GDP.

The 2004 import growth is expected to slightly outstrip exports. A major factor at play
behind the strong imports over the same period has to with the still vigorous con-
sumption associated with the growth in wages, employment, household loans as well
as the deferred consumption of the past few years and upbeat expectations as to
higher income in the near future. The importation of investment goods gained mo-
mentum, following suit the boosted investment activity and sizable FDI inflows into the
country. In the first half-year period of 2004, the stronger Bulgarian currency to the
USD made good for the higher oil prices in USD. However, average BGN prices are
expected to run higher on a year earlier. At the same time, gas import prices were
steadily declining while the import volumes were going on a steady increase, thus
indicating the presence of a substitution effect.

In addition, having stepped up by about 20% in 2004, both import and export growth in
2005 is to slow down due to the lower import and export prices expected. Preliminary
estimates point to a certain drop in the average prices of both metals and oil in 2005.
As a result, the 2005 trade deficit is anticipated to steady at around 14% of GDP, and
the current account deficit to amount to 7.4%.

Services, tourism in particular, are to remain a major source of revenue generation,
covering about 30% of the country’s trade deficit but also fostering the importation of
investment and consumer goods. The 14% growth forecasts are rather conservative
against the revenue performance of the preceding years but may well be surpassed,
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given a favourable environment.

Current transfers in 2004 gained in importance for the curtailing of the current account
deficit. Since the increase was mainly due to the ever-rising private transfers made by
Bulgarians working abroad, the expectations are that they will carry on increasing at a
rather fast rate in 2005 as well, and make up for over 30% of the current account
deficit. At the same time, the bulk of them may be used for the purchase of imported
consumer goods, which will in turn boost imports.

The current account may deteriorate as a result of the worsening income balance, as
pre-conditioned by the increased foreign ownership in the country, and hence higher
interest payments on intra-firm loans and dividend payments to non-residents.

FDI into the country are expected to cover fully the current account deficit not only in
2004 but in 2005 also.

The major factor at work behind the growing inflows on the financial account has to do
with the low foreign interest, which makes borrowing from abroad and lending of a
higher return in BGN a worthwhile and lucrative exercise for most banks. Further-
more, the financial flows are to retain their direction, as there is expected no abrupt or
significant change in the interest rate difference between Bulgaria, the EU and the
USA in 2005. However, any drastic turnaround in the trend may only be triggered by a
dramatic clampdown on the country’s credit growth.

BNB FX reserves are expected to step up significantly at the end of 2005, even in the
case of a possible buy-back of the country’s foreign debt.

Employment and Unemployment

The labour market dynamics of the last two years or so has been predominantly shaped
by the structural reforms completed and consequently by sustainable developments
underway in the country’s economy. It is therefore expected that the key labour mar-
ket indicators will carry on performing in a most robust manner in 2005 as well. Q4
employment is to decline due to the interplay of some end-of-year seasonal factors as
well as the redundancies under some of the social programmes of the Ministry of
Labour and Social Policies, sending the end-2004 unemployment rate high. On a 12-

9  2004 and 2005 employment estimates draw upon the methodology used in the NSI labour force
surveys.
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month basis, 2004 growth in employment is estimated at about 3%9. Though at a
slower rate, the country’s employment in 2005 is expected to further grow due mainly
to the increased business activity of the private sector and related thereto boosted job
creation and primary labour market demand. On the other hand, the government ac-
tive labour market measures and programmes are anticipated to post a lesser contri-
bution to employment growth.

Sustainable job creation in the private sector will give a further push to the participa-
tion rate in the economy of some 0.5 percentage points in 2004 up to 49.7% on a
yearly average. The rate in 2005 is to step up by another 0.8 percentage points to
50.5%. The participation rate increase of the past two years implies a certain de-
crease in the discouraged numbers. Part of them are expected to leave the out-of-
labour force cohort, as they make up the so-called “labour reserve” and will therefore
join the country’s work force again as a result of the Ministry of Labour and Social
Policies programmes targeted specifically at the above vulnerable unemployment
cohort in 2004 and 2005.

The sustainable development of the private sector is expected to make a most vigor-
ous contribution to the smooth and stepwise reduction in the unemployment rate. The
2004 jobless rate is estimated at about 12%10 of the country’s labour force on a 12-
month average. In 2005, however, unemployment is to decline at a slower rate on an
annual basis (by less than a percentage point) due mostly to the downscale planned
in some of the nationwide active labour market measures and programmes of the
Ministry of Labour and Social Policies. Average annual unemployment in 2005 is ex-
pected to run around 11.3%. The current forecasts are based on slight changes in the
unemployment dynamics relative to October estimates, stemming from a recent data
update and follow-up revisions, taking into account the decreasing jobless numbers
under the active labour market measures. Therefore, the active labour market meas-
ures of the government are expected to make a lesser contribution to the unemploy-
ment reduction effort, whereas next years lower unemployment will be mostly due to
the sustainable job creation in the private sector.

Inflation

2005 inflation forecasts draw on a moderate increase in crude oil prices and take into
account the indirect and long-drawn-out effect of the higher fuel and energy prices in
2004, while making allowances for the administered price rise planned.

Core inflation in 2005 is expected to amount to 3.20%. Twelve-month rise in market
fuel prices is projected at 4.64%. At the same time, core inflation, fuel and unprocessed
food prices excluded, will run at 3.19%. Market service prices are anticipated to go
some 5.53% up as a result both of the higher demand and the upward pressure of fuel
price inflation in previous periods. Forecast inflation of tradebles will be at 1.5%. How-
ever, tradebles face strong competitive imports and report, as a rule, a lower price
level. The contribution of core inflation to total inflation in 2005 is expected to amount
to 2.41 percentage points.

Unlike the preceding years, 2005 administered price inflation is to rise by a modest

10 By definition of the labour force surveys.
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2.61% due to a number of reasons as follows: on the one hand, there is no scheduled
price rise in electricity and heating as significant as the increase of the previous years.
On the other, the excise duty rates on tobacco products are expected to remain rela-
tively unchanged. Furthermore, forecasts are based on a negligible price growth in
electricity and heating for household purposes and postal services. The contribution
of administered prices to the country’s inflation is estimated at a bare 0.65 percentage
points.

Inflation in 2005 is expected to run at 3.06% as of the year-end, and 3.38% on a 12-
month average.

Government Consumption

Government consumption in 2005 is to step down on an annual basis. The contribu-
tion of the government sector will, then, go on the decrease, running positive, though.
The above estimates were mainly influenced by the lower tax rates in force since the
start of 2005, the minimum budget deficit amounts projected in the IMF11 arrange-
ment, as well as some major alternations on the budget expenditure side.

Next years budget expenditures will be limited by the revenues in the general govern-
ment budget. In addition, the vigorous revenue growth of the past two years is unlikely
to be further sustained for a number of reasons having to do with the significant de-
crease in the tax rates on income; and a certain slowdown in the import and consump-
tion growth. The latter factor, however, implies that the budget may no longer rely on
the excessively high revenue from VAT and excise duties. At the same time, a rela-
tively robust year-on-year increase may be expected with revenues from excise duty
rates, having to do with the rise in some of the rates, but producing a rather negligible
effect. However, the upcoming amendments to the income tax burden are to have a
considerable impact on the budget. The aggregate loss for the budget, as incurred by
the 4.5 percentage point decrease in the corporate income tax rate and the concur-
rent reduction in all personal income tax brackets is estimated by the Ministry of Fi-
nance at some BGN 300 million. The above estimates, on the other hand, do no take
into account the effect of some of the elements of family income taxation, in force from

11  The draft agreement between the Ministryof Finance and the IMF, which is not yet signed but
fully agreed upon.
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the beginning of the year, which is projected to amount to another BGN 120 million
worth of a budget loss. Therefore, the tax burden reductions are expected to produce
a greater impact on budget revenues vis-a-vis the positive effect to be yielded by the
growth in the economy, employment and income expected. In addition, non-tax rev-
enue performance is to further deteriorate on a year earlier as a result of the loss of
dividends having to do with the privatization of large state-owned enterprises. In the
final analysis, having considered the interplay of the above factors, 2005 revenues

are to step up by about 5.3% against the 2004 revenue forecasts.

Any rise in 2005 budget expenditures will be limited by revenue growth and the as-
sumptions as to the end-of-year budget surplus. The budget balance forecasts, then,
draw on the BGN 372 million of a surplus, agreed on in the IMF arrangement instead
on the deficit under the 2005 Budget Act provisions.

The fulfillment of the IMF arrangement may hardly be put at risk, as the financial
discipline over the past few years has improved tremendously. However, a potentially
adverse effect may have to do with the political cycle, which is likely to lead to higher
budget spending and hence infringement of the budget surplus threshold, provided in
the arrangement. On the other hand, AEAF estimates suggest that there is very little
likelihood for the budget to run a bigger deficit than the 2005 Budget Act provisions.

The priorities on the 2005 fiscal agenda are mainly focused on the social sphere and
education. Therefore, higher budget appropriations to provide for social expenditures
will generally result in lower disposable resources for government spending and even-
tually slow down the latter s growth. The effect, however, on the country’s economic
growth will amount to zero, as social expenditures are transformed into private con-
sumption on the part of pensioners and the socially aided groups. On the other hand,
any higher government spending on education will bring about some alterations in the
structure of government consumption, with final government expenditures rising at a
faster rate vis-à-vis collective consumption.

Financial Sector

On a year earlier, money supply growth in 2005 is expected to run lower at about 17%.
Broad money will step up at a slower rate mainly as a result of the weaker lending
growth anticipated. Furthermore, the money multiplier is not to carry on rising any
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further in the same year. The above assumptions rely on the broader monetary base
having to do with the higher bank reserves, which will in turn offset the healthy effect
of bank lending. In 2005, the money multiplier is expected to run around 3.4 on aver-
age, with its 12-month contribution to M3 growth remaining positive as of the year-
end.

2005 is not expected to witness any substantial changes in the local interest rate
dynamics. Short-term deposit interest is to hold steady slightly above 3%. At the same
time, interbank interest in the world financial markets have reported a certain increase.
Therefore, as most local banks are at present in the utmost relying on long-term bor-
rowing from abroad, they may, at some point, be forced to raise the interest spread on
long-term deposits. As for credit interest, a more significant decrease is expected
from long-term loan interest. In addition, with regard to the 2005 interest rate dynam-
ics, the interest spread between short-term loans and time deposits is expected to
further narrow, fluctuating between 5 and 5.5 percentage points.

As of end-year, 2005 claims on the non-government sector are to grow by about 30-
31% on a year earlier. The expectations for a certain slowdown in lending derive from
the interplay of the following factors at work: in the first place, this is the high degree of
indebtedness in the economy; and secondly, the attraction of potential credit borrow-
ers is to take place at a relatively slower pace. Besides, the share of credit in bank
balance sheets may not any longer grow at the robust rate of the preceding years by
further restructuring of assets. Therefore, for this and other reasons, any credit growth
in the economy will be heavily reliant on the resources borrowed as well as the capac-
ity of banks to do so. At the same, the fact remains, that more and more Bulgarian
companies have been given access to the foreign credit market where interest rates
run considerably lower.
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AEAF forecasts are based on a short-term growth scenario of the Bulgarian economy,
including estimates of the economic policies currently implemented as well as the
likely changes in the macroeconomic parameters that may take place. In addition, any
interference on the part of the government in case of contingencies should be looked
upon as emergent risks, creating a certain amount of uncertainty as regards the ex-
pectations of the economic agents. All this may affect the patterns of their market
behaviour in the near future and also call for certain revisions in the performance of
the model-based indicators.

With a view to the current state of affairs, forecasts uncertainties may evolve from as
follows:

n Higher lending means not only higher consumer imports but also grow-
ing liabilities to the financial sector. The stability of the financial sector, at
the same time, is associated with the easy access to foreign capital.
However, higher foreign interest, coupled with some deterioration in the
credit portfolio of the local banks, may bring about a short-lived
destabilization of the country’s financial system.

n A drastic cut-down in the country’s credit growth may lead to a turna-
round in the balance of payments financial flows.

n Also, a likely revision of food price inflation is possible depending on the
2005 crop yields.

n As a result of the market liberalization in 2004 (e.g. telecommunications)
some service prices, may accordingly, go on the decrease.

Any difference in the dynamics of the exogenous factors reviewed, other than the
above estimates, may result in a different pattern of performance of the key macr-
oeconomic indicators as follows:

n a lower growth rate in Bulgaria’s major trading partners is to trigger lower
foreign demand and hence a weaker country’s GDP growth, and a dete-
riorating trade balance;

n any higher rise in the international interbank interest rates expected may
affect predominantly the country’s balance of payments, and more spe-
cifically:

n the amount of foreign debt payments and hence the current ac-
count income balance, which is expected to further worsen;

n the flows on the financial account, giving rise to an outflow of fi-
nancial resources, which may in turn lead to a certain credit de-
crease in the economy and a lower growth in investment and to a
lesser extent consumption.

Forecast Uncertainties
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n The headlong depreciation of the USD to the single European currency
and hence the BGN may, by and large, wear away the country’s growth
potential and boost imports in turn. Furthermore, a likely turnaround in
the USD/EUR exchange rate is also possible in the short run due to a
restructuring of the reserves of some of the worlds largest economies.
On the other hand, a stronger BGN may lead to lower inflation vis-à-vis
the 2005 forecasts.

n Although no oil market turmoil is expected a certain rise in oil prices may
give rise to forecast uncertainties.

n A likely drop in the metal exchange prices may have an adverse effect
on the value added in the economy, resulting in a lower nominal value of
the country’s GDP.
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